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Grilles/Registers have broad range of applications fulfilling 
complete choice and  engineering flexibility with robust 
construction and fine finish. With best architectural 
and engineering precision these are considered, to be the 
most frequently used  devices in any heating, ventilating 
and cooling systems. This type of air outlet is best suited for 
high-wall applications, residential buildings, bed rooms and 
exposed duct  applications. 
They come with horizontal as well as vertical adjustable 
blades. They  offer low pressure drop and low noise levels to 
the ambience. Standard finish is in  white coated under 
electrostatic polyester powder coating system. Other colors 
also  available on request. Highest quality polyester powder 
coating enhances its  appearance. 
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Access doors/panels  used in  GI air ducts to 
access the fire dampers ,VCDs, air filters etc… 
for servicing  are manufactured  to 
standardized and customized needs.   
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MODEL: SAR - DD 

Supply Air Register (SAR) 

MODEL: SAG - DD 

Supply Air Grille (SAG) 
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MODEL: RAG HB-SD or EAG HB-SD 

Return Air Grille (RAG/EAG) 

MODEL: RAG VB-SD or EAG VB-SD 

MODEL: RAG HB-SD or EAG HB-SD 

Return Air Grille (RAG/EAG) 

MODEL: RAG VB-SD or EAG VB-SD 
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MODEL: RAR HB-SD or EAR HB-SD 

Return Air Register (RAR/EAR) 
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DEFINITIONS 

-Velocity pressure (Pd)   :The forward moving force of an air stream within a duct  
  (Dynamic pressure)       measured  in  mm (inch) W.G. of water. 
-Static pressure (Ps)       :The outward force within a duct measured in mm (inch)W.G.  
                                        of water.  
-Total pressure (Pt)        :The sum of the velocity and static pressure in mm (Inch) W.G.  
                                        of water. 
-Outlet velocity (Vk)       :Discharge or intake velocity of an outlet or inlet in m/s (fpm)  
                                        measured with an approved calibrated velometer at specified  
                                        locations relative to the face of the outlet or inlet. 
-Terminal velocity          :From an outlet, in m/s (fpm), is the highest sustained velocity  
                                        in the mixed air stream arbitrarily specified and used to  
                                        determine throw. 
-Throw                            :Of an outlet, in m (feet),is the distance from the center of the 
                                        outlet to a point in the mixed air stream where the highest  
                                        sustained velocity of the mixed air stream has been reduced 
                                        to a specified level.          
-Drop                              :The vertical distance , in m (feet), to the point in a horizontally 
                                        project air stream when the highest sustained velocity of the 
                                        mixed air stream has been reduced to a specified level. 
-Spread                           :The maximum total width in m (feet) of the air pattern at  
                                        the point of  terminal velocity. 
-Aspect ratio                   :Ratio of the length / width of a rectangular air outlet or 
                                        inlet 
-Area factor Ak              :Of an outlet or inlet which is also a flow factor determined  
                                         from the discharge or intake2 velocity (Vk) and the volume 
                                         flow rate. 
                                         Ak = Q / Vk in m or ft. 

DEFLECTION SETTINGS 

0˚ Deflection 22 1/2˚ Deflection 45˚ Deflection 

The figures above show the air pattern of different blade settings. It is noted that the 
throw and  drop will decrease as the angle of deflection increased. 
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Access doors/panels  used in  GI air ducts to 
access the fire dampers ,VCDs, air filters etc… 
for servicing  are manufactured  to 
standardized and customized needs.   
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The vane angle adjustment of grilles will affect the spread as follows: 

1)      For 0˚ deflection angle , the total spread of the air stream is one-third 
         of the throw. 
2)      For 22.5˚ deflection angle, the total spread of the air stream is about 
         45 percent of the throw 
3)      For 45˚ deflection angle, the total spread of the air stream is two-       
         third of the throw. 

The total drop of an air stream is the sum of drop due to throw and drop 
due to temperature difference of air in the room and air at the grille. 

 
 
Drop.(D)=D throw + D dt 
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The recommended delivery velocities 
for different applications ( ASHRAE GUIDE) 

The recommended NC level for 
different applications ( ASHRAE GUIDE ) 
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